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PREFACE
Attempts for improving the situation of Roma – the biggest and the most marginalised
minority in Europe – have been lagging. The Decade of Roma Inclusion, which was
hoped to bring a tangible change in the life of the community, has not lived up to the
expectations. The European Union Framework for Roma Integration Strategies up to
2020 has given new hopes for tangible improvement of the life of Roma, but national
governments remain either slow, or unwilling, or clueless on delivering this improvement.
While progress is detected in many spheres, it is in general insufficient. Approaches and
practices are in circulation in reports and conferences, but in general have not brought
about significant progress in Roma social inclusion.
The ROMA-UP project was launched from the perspective that social inclusion of Roma
would not happen before and without Roma empowerment. We have elaborated the
ROMA-UP model with the clear idea that the community must become more active
in demanding change from those in power and constantly monitor the commitments
made. Roma communities must build their own power and when their voice is strong,
sustainable and amplified, expectations for effective policies and measures could
be expected. We have also found the approach that can support is in that process –
community organising. Borrowing from this U.S. approach, we have envisioned a working
approach which could give a positively new perspective of how we structure our work
on improving the life of the Roma community.
This publication combines our theory, practice and our way forward. In its first part, it gives
an overview of our model, putting a strong emphasis on the theoretical background of
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community organizing, as developed and applied in the United States. We have done
that with the belief that more Roma organizations and groups should have access to a
synthesised information about this approach. But this review of community organizing also
serves as the framework through which we analyse our own practical experience, which is
described in detail in chapter 2. The chapter starts with a short intro to the ROMA-UP project
and then focuses on action, describing and analysing four campaigns we have planned
and implemented based on the ROMA-UP model and borrowing important methods
from community organizing. Each of the four campaigns is explored in three aspects:
1) Plan – gives context, describes the problem and the initial plan of the campaigns; 2)
Implementation – gives details on the activities undertaken, developments and changes
within the framework of the campaign; 3) Analysis and lessons learnt – makes reference
to success stories, points for future consideration and community organising perspective.
This publication is meant for fellow local and national Roma and pro-Roma organizations
throughout Europe, which are seeking new approaches to build power within the Roma
community and advancement its social inclusion. It is meant to give both theoretical
and practical insight about the model we have designed, tested and planning to move
forward.
The publication has been prepared by a team of Pro European Network (Sofia) with the
invaluable input of the three other partners in the ROMA-UP project, who have done the
actual ground work and testing of the ROMA-UP model: LIDER Association (Blagoevgrad),
Youth Club Roma-Stolipinovo (Plovdiv) and Roma-Lom Foundation (Lom).
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ROMA-UP is a theoretical model, which has been developed by a group of Roma and proRoma organizations in Bulgaria as an approach to build power within the Roma community
and thus advance effective policies for its social inclusion. The model is the essence of
the ROMA-UP project (see project overview in Chapter ‘Practical Implementation: Roma
Standing Up) and has been tested in practice throughout it.

communities

The ROMA-UP model is a bottom-up processed based on the belief that cross-sectoral and
cross-community efforts are needed for Roma social inclusion, but that these processes
should be led by equipped representatives of the community. The ROMA-UP model has
the following main characteristics:
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1) It engages the Roma community on every step of the way (identification
of issues, planning and taking action) and always accounts for building and
retaining power within the community;
2) It is led by trained Roma leaders equipped with the necessary
competencies and tools;
3) It includes outreach to stakeholders, social and professional groups with
potential interest;
4) It searchers to identify the self-interest of these groups and engaging them in
advocacy alliances;
5) It works on important issues (small or big) that could be resolved within the
existing policy framework or additions to it;
6) It enhances local coalitions together in asking the local authority to solve the
issue.
The ROMA-UP model finds its roots in the theory of community organising, although it
is revised and adapted for the specific needs of our European context and the Roma
movement. Community organising comes from the U.S. and was created in a very
different context, both in terms of culture and in terms of timing. We will however explore
the basics of classical community organising theory below, which will help us analyse the
practical experience generated within the ROMA-UP project.
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Community organising
Basics
Community organising is an approach created by Saul Alinksy in the 1930s in the U.S. in
his work within the Back of the Yard neighbourhood in Chicago – immigrant-inhabited
working-class part of the city facing a number of social issues. The work of Alinsky in the
area has resulted in building a network of vibrant community organisations which have
claimed and won many of a victory for the neighbourhood. This success has served Alinsky
in shaping, promoting and expanding the concept of community organising, which have
quickly become a leading approach for the progressive forces in the U.S. up to this date.
Community organising was fully or partly employed in the fight for racial equality (Civil
Rights Movement), anti-war, feminist and LGBTI movements. Alinsky described the model
in two important books, both of which will be referred below: Reveille for Radicals (1946)
and Rules for Radicals (1972).

10
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In Alinsky’s view, society is composed by three main groups: Haves, Have-Nots and Havea-Little, Want Mores. The Haves are on top of society and have access to security, power,
money and luxury. They are the smallest group in terms of numbers, but are the strongest
in terms of power. Since they are very comfortable, their main concern is to keep the
status-quo and oppose change. The Have-Nots are in the bottom of social hierarchy.
‘They are chained together by the common misery of poverty, rotten housing, disease,
ignorance, political impotence, and despair; when they are employed their jobs pay the
least and they are deprived in all areas basic to human growth. Caged by color, physical
or political, they are barred from an opportunity to represent themselves in the politics
of life.’ (Ainsky, 1971: 18). Their sole power is in their number, as they are many, as well as
in their potential (but not always mobilised) desire to get more (as they can hardly get
less). In doing so, they are in conflict with the Haves or to use Alinsky’s words ‘[t]hey hate
the establishment of the Haves with its arrogant opulence, its police, its courts, and its
churches’ (ibid). Finally, the third group is the group of Have-a-Little, Want Mores, which
Alinsky equals to the middle class and part of which he also refers to as Do-Nothings.
The middle class is in a schizophrenic situation, as they both want to get more (power,
resources), but they are also afraid of change so as not to lose what they already have.

11
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This difficult situation usually results in sympathising with the fights of the Have-Nots, but
not fully engaging in them (hence, Do-Nothings). Yet, Alinsky acknowledges this middle
group has a lot of creative potential and is an important ally.
The core of community organising is connecting people with a shared self-interest, so
that they can take collective action and win victories on issues they face. Community
organising is all about building power within communities which are in general powerless
and suffer from an unjust system (Have-Nots). Power is built through building relationships
with and among people with shared self-interest and taking collective actions that
ultimately bring victories for the benefits of the community, e.g. answering the self-interest
of its members. A victory is scored when a person in position of power (usually from the
Haves) has agreed to meet the demands of the community. This could be a result of
various tactics, which often include alliances building (e.g. with Have-a-Little, Want
Mores) and direct action such as picketing, work blocking, strikes among others. For this
reason, community organising is often criticized for being too confrontational (especially
from European perspective), although it is as a rule non-violent1. Social change means
movement, he says, and movement means friction. In his theory, social change could
not be achieved without a conflict.
Alinsky proposes community organising as a non-ideological concept, but this position
does not hold. His ideological stances (and thus, the ideology initially attached to
community organising) are best illustrated in the way he describes the term ‘radical’ with
which he identifies:
What does the Radical want? He wants a world in which the worth of the individual
is recognized. He wants the creation of a kind of society where all of man’s
potentialities could be realized; a world where man could live in dignity, security,
happiness and peace—a world based on a morality of mankind. […]
The Radical believes that all peoples should have a high standard of food,
housing, and health. The Radical is impatient with talk of the “closing of frontiers”
or the “end of the frontiers.” He thinks only in terms of human frontiers which are
as limitless as the horizon. […]
The Radical places human rights far above property rights. He is for universal, free
public education and recognizes this as fundamental to the democratic way of
life. […]
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Alinsky is not straight-forward in this aspect. In Rules for Radicals he extensively explores the question about means and ends and
supports that during the Civil Rights Movement ‘[p]assive resistance was chosen for the same pragmatic reason that all tactics are
selected.’ (Alinsky, 1971: 45). He comes with a few rules how to approach the problem of means and ends. It needs to be highlighted
however that in the practice of community organising throughout the U.S. non-violence remains undeniable principle.

1

The Radical believes completely in real equality of opportunity for all peoples
regardless of race, color, or creed. He insists on full employment for economic
security but is just as insistent that man’s work should not only provide economic
security but also be such as to satisfy the creative desires within all men. The Radical
feels that the importance of a job is not only in its individual economic return but
also in its general social significance. The The Radical knows that man is not just an
economic man. The complete man is one who is making a definite contribution
to the general social welfare and who is a vital part of that community of interests,
values, and purposes that makes life and people meaningful. […]

The Radical recognizes that constant dissension and conflict is and has been the
fire under the boiler of democracy. (Alinsky, 1946: 23-25)
Analysing these texts, as well as the way Alinsky sees how society is stratified and should
achieve change firmly puts him in the left spectrum. Aimed at building power among the
powerless, community organising is by design a concept in the realm of the left idea of
social justice.

communities

The American Radical will fight privilege and power whether it be inherited or
acquired by any small group, whether it be political or financial or organized
creed. He curses a caste system which he recognizes despite all patriotic denials.
He will fight conservatives whether they are business or labor leaders. He will fight
any concentration of power hostile to a broad, popular democracy, whether he
finds it in financial circles or in politics.

Building power in Roma
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One way to understand better community organising is to distinguish it from other
approaches that could be employed for social change. The list below is adapted from the
online course Introduction to Community Organizing: Learning to Think Like an Organizer
(Shutz, 2007).
Community organising is not activism. Activists and community organisers share some
tactics in direct action (i.e. marches and picket lines), but for community organisers
these are just possible strategies and might not be used, depending on the context of
each specific fight. Building and maintaining a base (see below) is usually not part of the
activists’ strategy, while it is essential for organising. Shutz says that ‘in the absence of a
coherent strategy, a coherent target, a process for maintaining a fight over an extended
period of time, and an institutional structure for holding people together and mobilizing
large numbers, they [activists] usually don’t accomplish much.

13
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Community organising is not mobilisation. Like with activism, mobilisation has its shared
features with organising, mainly in regard to bringing people together and solving an
issue. Yet, organising is much bigger than mobilisation, which is usually a short-term
frustration around a specific issue, which does not translate into a long-term process of
building power within a community. To illustrate that, Schutz gives the following example:

14

A good example happened in Milwaukee when our county executive pushed
through a horrible pension payout rule that was going to cost the county and
obscene amount of money. People got up in arms. They banded together to
“throw out the bums” (the executive and the county supervisors who had voted
for the change), and they were successful in recalling quite a few. The problem
was that on many issues the county executive and the supervisors were quite
progressive. And very little thought was given to who, exactly, would replace
them. What happened is that an extremely conservative executive as well as
some conservative supervisors were elected in a majority democratic county.
And the groups that “threw out the bums” pretty much dissolved as far as I can
tell. So no long-term structure was created through which an independent group

of organized citizens might prevent a disaster like this from happening again in
the future. All of this energy was, again, burned off and the potential of this anger
was lost (Schutz, 2007).
In short, mobilization can be considered part of community organising, but it does not
exhaust it. Organisers mobilise their own base as part of a continuous efforts to build
power in the community and a long-term vision of what this power is going to be used for.

communities

Community organising is not provision of direct services. Disadvantaged communities
(Have-Nots in the terms of Alinsky) often have urgent needs – be it information, consultation,
healthcare, counselling, etc. There are many organisations which try to answer these
needs by directly providing them for the community. While this work is important, it is
not community organising, as it does not build power within the community. On the
opposite, according to some organisers, direct provision of services might disempower the
community, creating a situation of dependency. Yet, community organising and direct
services are not mutually exclusive – many community organisations have employed
a multi-dimensional approach where they both provide services and do organising.
Services provision in this situation has a multi-faceted purpose – while it answers direct
needs within the community, it also uses the provision of services as an access point
to create relationships and increase its base for the purpose of organising, i.e. service
provision is seen in a way as a recruitment approach.

Building power in Roma
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Community organising is not community development. In contrast with community
organizing, community development efforts focus not on taking power from the powerful
but instead on working through collaborative relationships (often with the powerful) to
improve communities. What often distinguishes community organising and community
development is the perspective on disadvantaged communities – community
development projects tend to think of disadvantaged communities as in need to be
‘fixed’ rather than acknowledging that what needs fixing is the system that has made them
disadvantaged. Community development often involves providing direct services to
individuals and families like food, mortgage counseling, and medical help. More broadly,
community development includes efforts to build new housing, beautify blighted areas,
form business incubators, hire more police, and other similar projects. The expectation
often is that these structured should be created and maintained cooperatively with
the community, which sometimes puts too much burden on the community, again
implying they are responsible for their situation. One example from Bulgaria can illustrate
this problem. An (outside) organisation has received funding to restore and maintain
a cultural centre with a library in a Roma community in Sofia. To build ownership within
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the community, the organisation makes an attempt to involve people from the Roma
community as volunteers in the renovation of the building. However, this would rarely
happen in renovation projects in non-Roma communities – the implication being Roma
are responsible for services and structures within their community, while non-Roma are
not. What needs noting however is that community organising groups often fight for
community development projects within their communities, but they do that through
pushing the people in power to do what they are anyway their responsibility.
Community organising is not advocacy. Advocacy often involves relatively privileged
professionals speaking for marginalized groups. They usually consult those they are speaking
for (they may recruit individuals for testimonials and other purposes). But, in the end, they
end up making the final decisions, themselves, about what needs to be done and what
should be said. This is not always problematic, as it might be very clear what needs to
be said and done or when advocates are well-positioned to push for certain changes.
However, advocacy might raise the question to the extent it suppresses or replaces the
authentic “voice” and “power” of the people. In some cases, advocates include leaders
who illegitimately take it upon themselves to represent the point of view of an entire
group. The latter are often chosen by the powerful as “legitimate” representatives of
points of view that serve their interests. It is frequently difficult to draw clear lines between
who is an “advocate” and who “authentically” represents a collection of people.
Community organising is not legal action. The difference seems obvious. Legal action,
including strategic litigation, could be very important tools for social change, but
they almost never give power to the community, which is the essence of community
organising. What is more, being stuck in court procedures which sometimes take years
might actually disempower the community, which would wait for a court decision and
would thus refrain from action. Schutz illustrates:
My own state, Wisconsin, provides a good example. For a number of years, a major
lawsuit was working its way through the courts in an effort to force the state to
provide more equal funding to impoverished schools. During this time, statewide
organizing around education, as I understand it, largely subsided. By the time
we essentially lost the lawsuit at the state supreme court, little infrastructure had
been created to fight on a political level for education. We had to start over
largely from scratch (Schutz, 2007).
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We will not go deeper in the process and the tactics of community organising. We will
however pay attention to some critical elements of the approach, which are important
to better understand the concept.

Power
As already mentioned, power is a key concept of community organising, it is why
community organising exists on the first place – to shift power relations, redistribute power
in a way that disadvantaged groups have more of it and can thus improve their standing.
Dr. Martin Luther King describes power in one of his speeches as follows:

Alinsky is aware that ‘power’ brings a lot of negative connotations but supports that its
usage should not be reconsidered. Striving to avoid the force, vigor, and simplicity of
the word “power,” we soon become averse to thinking in vigorous, simple, honest terms
(Alinsky, 1971: 51). In his view, replacing ‘power’ with a subtler word changes meaning,
but also makes the current distribution of power more acceptable. He acknowledges
that power is often associated with corruption, which adds to the negative connotations
of the word. His answer to that is short and simple: “The corruption of power is not in
power, but in ourselves” (ibid, 52).

communities

The plantation and the ghetto were created by those who had power, both to
confine those who had no power and to perpetuate their powerlessness. Now
the problem of transforming the ghetto, therefore, is a problem of power, a
confrontation between the forces of power demanding change and the forces
of power dedicated to the preserving of the status quo. Now, power properly
understood is nothing but the ability to achieve purpose. It is the strength required
to bring about social, political, and economic change (King, 1967).

Building power in Roma
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But how does taking power works in practice? In community organising this happens
through… organising people and resources. Community need to have their community
organisations, which bring together people and money and through which demands
are made on behalf of the community. Power is in numbers. According to Alinsky, every
community has power (because Have-Nots are numerous), but it is either organised
or unorganised. Community organising is the way to organise unorganised power and
shift relationships. The crucial element of that is getting people on board, i.e. building
your base. In the words of Alinsky, change comes from power, and power comes from
organization. In order to act, people must get together.

17
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Building a base means recruiting and retaining people as part of your organisation.
Base building is about creating relationships with and among the people from the
community and maintaining this relationships in a meaningful way, which can translate
into collective action. Building a base is the first step of community organising and no
action makes sense until this is done. At this stage, in the words of Alinsky ‘every move [of
the organizer] revolves around one central point: how many recruits will this bring into the
organization, whether by means of local organizations, churches, service groups, labor
unions, corner gangs, or as individuals. The only issue is, how will this increase the strength
of the organization. If by losing in a certain action he can get more members than by
winning, then victory lies in losing and he will lose.’ (Alinsky, 1971: 144).
Building a base is equal to organizing power. A community can get what it needs if it can
show it is united behind its demands and/or convince those in power they stand together.
A base gives legitimacy to the organization to speak and ask on behalf of the community.
This has been identified as a major weakness of Roma (community organizations) in
Bulgaria and in other parts of Europe. In the U.S. community organizations often present
themselves with the number of people they have as members. This practice – which shows
both the scope of an issue and the people potentially ready to stand up for it – is poorly
spread in Europe, especially among Roma and other organizations of excluded groups.
One of the reasons for that is that membership organizations are not that common –
organizations are usually registered with the minimum of people legally required (e.g. in
Bulgaria – 7 persons for an association) and never put efforts to formally include members.
This makes a big difference and needs to change: ‘We from organization XXX, which
has 7000 members from the Roma neighbourhood, ask for immediate measures’ is very
different from ‘We from organization XXX [with 7 members] ask for immediate measures’.
It is different both to those in power, whose measures we are seeking, and from the
people around our organization and how powerful they feel their demand might be.
Thus, the lack of a strong base weakens the voice of the organization both within the
community and to those in power.
What is equally important – having a base allows the community organization to constantly
identify the issues the community face, through a process which in community organizing
is called ‘listening’ to the community. Maintaining relationships with community members
allows to staff and leaders within the organization to identify urgent needs, shared
community interest and people who are willing to stand up for them.

How do we build a base then? That depends on the community and the capacity of
each organization, as well as the competencies and the style of work of each organizer.
Here we present four classic techniques with guiding questions, as presented by Drew
Series from Organizing Change:

At the end, it needs to be highlighted that building a base is not a one-time step, but a
process which should be observed and facilitated throughout the whole existence of the
organisation.

communities

• Build relationships through whole-hearted interest – how can you show interest in
each person as an individual and their achievements (e.g. don’t just try to get
them to come to meetings, show you care about their needs)? How can you
recognize new and old members?
• Follow up with individuals – you can call or meet up with someone to show your
commitment to their participation in the organization. But think about what ways
work best for the group right now?
• Conduct door-to-door outreach – this may take more time, but even just spending
time on a few blocks talking to folks may be a great avenue to increasing
participation.
• Give people real roles in order to build commitment and make them know they
are important to the organization’s success (Series, n.d.)

Building power in Roma
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Leadership
In parallel with building a base of an organization, a community organizer also has the
crucial task to identify and build leadership. The leaders of an organization are people
from the community, who are well recognised, respected and have shown a commitment
to the issue(s) the organization is set to work with. While community organizers do not
need to necessarily be part of the community12, the belonging of the leaders to the
community is a must. Alinsky represents this with a tree metaphor, in which the people
from the community are the soil, while the leaders are the roots of the tree, who carry
the community energy upwards. Leadership is the ability to inspire, motivate, energize,
engage and move people into action, to move people to accessing their own power to
make a change. Community leaders have a double role within the organization, insuring
they give voice to the needs and the issues of the community to the organization; and that
they bring on board community members for actions set in motion by the organization.
In terms of leadership, there are two important tasks before an organization – to identify
them and to continuously build their capacity. Both processes are continuous and never
really end, as the organization is expected to constantly grow in numbers and power, but
also because some leaders will probably drop out for one reason or another. Identification
of leaders goes hand in hand with base-building and one can refer to the tactics to recruit
leaders above. In terms of capacity building of identified leaders, we refer to Alinsky:
One of the most important tasks of the organizer, in addition to identifying these
natural leaders and working with them, is working for their actual development
so that they become recognized by their following as leaders in more than one
limited sphere. This expansion of leadership from a partial role to a more complete
one is a natural development that goes hand in hand with the growth of the
People’s Organization (Alinsky, 1971: 96).
Different community organizations have different approaches in terms of building
leadership. Some organizers do specific trainings for leaders, use coaching on individual
bases and/or build leaders ‘on the go’, i.e. by involving them in actual campaigns. In the
latter case a campaign needs to be planned in a way that equally serves the purpose of
solving a specific community issue and strengthening the leadership of the organization.
Furthermore, in some cases the latter might prevail – building leadership means building
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2
In the vision of Alinsky, organizers are outsiders to the community they organize, which allows for an important critical view on the
issues it faces and the ways to solve them. This position has been debated. As one organizer puts it ‘This creates a strange dynamic
where often white, often better-educated, often better-resourced, often younger people are going into communities they’re not from
and getting paid to organise the people in those communities, who are in turn expected to become trained in organising themselves
and shoulder a lot of the work.’ (Horvath, 2018).

power for the community and this might be prioritised over wining on a concrete issue. Or
to put it in other words – campaigns need to be planned in a way that community power
is always considered. If a campaign can lead to a victory on a certain issue but does not
contribute to the empowerment of the community, it is not community organizing. We
will illustrate this with an example by Alinsky:

This example raises some ethical issues and Alinsky is aware of that. But it serves to illustrate
how power building relates to wining on an issue. In this case the organizer could have easily
solved the issue and answer immediate needs of the community, which would have saved
time and efforts. But it would have not contributed to leadership building in the community.

communities

An example occurred in the early days of Back of the Yards, the first community
that I attempted to organize. This neighborhood was utterly demoralized. The
people had no confidence in themselves or in their neighbors or in their cause. So
we staged a cinch fight. One of the major problems in Back of the Yards in those
days was an extraordinarily high rate of infant mortality. Some years earlier, the
neighborhood had had the services of the Infant Welfare Society medical clinics.
But about ten or fifteen years before I came to the neighborhood the Infant Welfare
Society had been expelled because tales were spread that its personnel was
disseminating birth-control information. The churches therefore drove out these
“agents of sin.” But soon the people were desperately in need of infant medical
services. They had forgotten that they themselves had expelled the Infant Welfare
Society from the Back of the Yards community. After checking it out, I found
out that all we had to do to get Infant Welfare Society medical services back
into the neighborhood was ask for it. However, I kept this information to myself.
We called an emergency meeting, recommended we go in committee to the
society’s offices and demand medical services. Our strategy was to prevent the
officials from saying anything; to start banging on the desk and demanding that
we get the services, never permitting them to interrupt us or make any statement.
The only time we would let them talk was after we got through. With this careful
indoctrination we stormed into the Infant Welfare Society downtown, identified
ourselves, and began a tirade consisting of militant demands, refusing to permit
them to say anything. All the time the poor woman was desperately trying to say,
“Why of course you can have it. We’ll start immediately.” But she never had a
chance to say anything and finally we ended up in a storm of “And we will not
take ‘No’ for an answer!” At which point she said, “Well, I’ve been trying to tell
you . . .” and I cut in, demanding, “Is it yes or is it no?” She said, “Well of course
it’s yes.” I said, “That’s all we wanted to know.” And we stormed out of the place.
(Alinsky, 1971: 114-116).

Building power in Roma
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Self-interest
As an approach, community organizing uses the concept of self-interest and through
with explains how we motivate and move people. The assumption is that one would act
for social change when they understand how this is in their self-interest. This concept is
often critiqued and especially in Europe, where, at least in theory, solidarity is a basic
idea of our societies. Alinsky is aware of the negative connotations of the self-interest and
admits that ‘[t]o many the synonym for self-interest is selfishness. The word is associated
with a repugnant conglomeration of vices such as narrowness, self-seeking, and selfcenteredness, everything that is opposite to the virtues of altruism and selflessness’
(Alinsky, 1971: 54). But self-interest does not equal selfishness. Self-interest is the alignment
between one’s core values and the collective democratic values of equality, justice
and freedom. Self-interest is important to consider in at least three aspects of community
organising.
On one hand, identifying self-interest in your leaders and community helps you work on
campaigns which are important for them and could move them. This is why ‘listening’
to the community – directly and through the leadership (see above) – is of a crucial
importance and is the starting point for selecting issues and shaping campaigns. Should
we push for issues and campaigns which don’t play with the self-interest for the community,
we risk not being able to move them, which does not build power and will probably lead
to the campaign failure.
Second, self-interest is what we build relationships around and as we have mentioned,
relationships are how we build are base and consequently, how we gain power:
[I]f you can tap into your own self-interest you can more effectively work with
others by identifying the intersection of their self-interest with your own, thereby
creating constructive space to work with each other. Without an understanding of
who you are, what you believe in and what you are willing to become unpopular
for, it’s impossible to create relationships with others and to make it through the
thickets of public life. Without that deep understanding of what motivates us, it
becomes that much easier to walk away, or get burned out. (CCESL, 2014).
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But self-interested is not only important to create a shared space for understanding among the
members of one community. It is also crucial for aligning interests between different communities,
which might have intersecting interests. These are the foundation to build alliances.

Alliances

There a number of rules and tips for building alliances and we will not go in deep into
that issue. One aspect we can’t highlight enough in the process of alliance building, is
the proper identification of self-interest among the various groups and actors that would
form the alliance. If this is properly done, it will naturally draw the lines of cooperation –
e.g. it will become clear what issues the actors around the table would work on together
and what they will not (because they might have a shared interest or in some cases
might have haven opposing interests). Building and maintaining an alliance is not an
easy thing – it takes time, patience and more importantly, it often requires compromising.
For Alinsky ‘compromise’ is another word, which is considered controversial:

communities

Sometimes referred to as community coalitions (Whitely, 2003), alliances are an important
tool for community organizations to win their campaigns. An alliance is a short- or
long-term partnership between different actors and/or social groups who are brought
together by a common purpose, usually around a specific issue. The benefits of alliances
seem obvious, as they multiply resources, increase expertise and more importantly –
numbers (and as mentioned, bigger numbers mean more power). But for marginalized
communities, alliances with other social groups also bring an additional, symbolic
element – it sends a message to those in power and society at large that the issues
of disadvantaged communities have broader social implications and that more social
groups would stand up for them. This is particularly true for Roma in Central and Eastern
Europe, whose demands are always frowned upon by the majority, due to the extremely
negative and prejudice-based image Roma carry. Cross-community alliances are thus
crucially important for Roma organization, as they give credibility to their demands in the
eyes of the public, along with strengthening them before decision-makers and those in
power. This is a crucial element of the ROMA-UP model.
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But to the organizer, compromise is a key and beautiful word. It is always
present in the pragmatics of operation. It is making the deal, getting that vital
breather, usually the victory. If you start with nothing, demand 100 per cent, then
compromise for 30 per cent, you’re 30 per cent ahead (Alinsky, 1971: 60).
One of the major questions in terms of compromising in alliances building, is who we can
cooperate with and who we cannot. Should we build an alliance with an organization
or a group, which has fundamentally different values than ours, if there is overlapping
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of interests around a specific issue? There are no golden rules here and Alinsky would
probably refer to his rules on means and ends (Alinsky, 1971) and the analysis related to it.
However, most organizers tend to be flexible in terms of alliances. If a potential ally would
enhance power of the community, strengthen its leadership and support the campaign
in question, a partnership is likely to be built, even if this potential ally has conflicting
positions in other aspects of their work.
However, community organization don’t need to embrace allies, nor do they need to
cooperate for them long-term. Power analysis and related players is conducted for each
issue the organization would address. As long as the issue in question is resolved, or a
defeat is acknowledged, the alliance doesn’t need to be maintained if it no longer makes
sense. In this regard, alliances are not necessarily joint endorsements between allies, but
a clear-cut arrangement on issues that interest them all. The practice knows examples of
people who have been allies on one issue and have turned target in another and vice
versa. The “beauty” of compromising lays in the rule that alliances are not overreaching
in terms of time and scope, but are limited by aligned self-interest of the allies.
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Enhancing existing policies
Within the ROMA-UP project, the partnership of local Roma organizations has adapted
the community organizing model as described in the previous chapter to better fit the
context in Bulgaria, which is also very similar in other countries in Central and Eastern
Europe and in some respects, beyond. One of the major elements of this adaptation is
aligning the needs of the community to policies for Roma integration which are already in
place. As described above, in the classical model of community organizing, community
organizations would identify pressing issues through ‘listening’ the community and shape
campaigns based on that, irrespective to whether or not people in power have made any
commitments in this regard. This is the approach the ROMA-UP partnership also followed
through its shared campaign on housing of Roma (see below in Shared Campaign on
Housing). In other aspects, the ROMA-UP model takes a different approach: it analyses
commitment that decision makers have already made in regard to the Roma community,
communicates them to the community and in this process aligns one with the other. Why
do we believe this might be a working approach in European context?
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In 2011, the EU adopted Council Conclusions for a Roma framework, which set up the
EU Framework for National Roma Integration Strategies going up to 2020. The Framework
aimed to make a tangible difference to Roma lives by closing the gap between Roma
and non-Roma in four main areas - education, employment, healthcare and housing - as
well as asking for more funding, effective monitoring, non-discrimination, National Roma
Contact Points and for the participation of civil society organizations in the process.
Although criticized by some CSOs from the moment it was launched, the very existence
of the EU Roma Framework is an achievement, as it is the most comprehensive policy
document adopted by the EU (Mirga-Kruszelnicka, 2017).
Following the EU Framework, the Bulgarian Parliament adapted a National Strategy of the
Republic of Bulgaria on Roma Inclusion (2012-2020) on 01.03.2012 as a political framework
document defining the guidelines for implementation of the Roma social integration
policy in the country. The National Strategy has been prepared in accordance with the
current strategic and operational national documents of the responsible institutions and
provides for the establishment of consultative structures and mechanisms involving civil

The regions of Blagoevgrad, Montana and Plovdiv – where the local Roma organizations
in the ROMA-UP project operate – have regional strategic plans and municipal action
plans with concrete commitment in the sphere of Roma integration. Some of these
plans are more ambitious than others13, but they all have positive policy provisions which
will be beneficial for the local Roma communities if enacted, implemented and strictly
monitored. Considering this political situation (which is similar in other EU Member States
who also had to comply with the EU Framework), this has been considered a better
approach in mobilising the Roma community – to be more actively engaged in setting
up the action plans on local levels and hold the local authorities accountable (with the
help of allies) for their implementation.

communities

society in state administrations, district governors and local authorities. It however does
not explain how they will be funded. On the other hand, the Strategy does not include
or specify the means for monitoring and evaluation activities. The program foresees
that every municipality in the country, together with representatives of the local Roma
community, adopts concrete annual action plans on the priorities of the strategy. In
Bulgaria, however, the active involvement of civil society structures (and particularly
the Roma community organizations) in preparing of both the National framework and
the regional and municipality level strategies and action plans has been challenging.
In the interest of transparent and high-quality implementation of national (and local)
strategic priorities, civil society structures should be prepared to actively interact with
local authorities as their partner, bearer of expertise and, last but not least, a monitoring
and corrective factor. This has been missing and has turned out even more challenging
when most of the active Roma organizations (including the three local Roma partners
in the ROMA-UP project), left the National Council on Ethnic and Demographic Issues
in May 2017, when deputy-prime minister Valeri Simeonov – on record for blatant antiRoma statements – has been assigned chair of the Council.
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The relevant municipal action plan for municipality of Plovdiv is especially disappointing, considering Plovdiv has won the title
European Capital of Culture 2019 partly due to its claim for ethnic diversity.
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In the first part of the project local partners review and analyse the existing policy framework
in each of the three target regions in the sphere of Roma social inclusion, which also includes
trainings with local authority representatives. The partners also do initial outreach to the
Roma community, raising their awareness on this policy framework through community
meetings and user-friendly summary of the existing policy context.
The second part of the project is dedicated to preparing up-and-coming leaders from
the Roma community to initiate and run the ROMA-UP model. For that purpose, 24 young
potential Roma leaders were identified (8 per target region) and trained in three intensive
residential trainings, hosted by each of the regional partners. This process is followed by
an international seminar, which took place in Sofia in November 2017, gathering Roma
leaders from the three regions and other European countries.

communities

„ROMA-UP: Bottom-up cross-community advocacy for Roma inclusion” is an 18-months
long initiative, implemented in 2017 and 2018 in Bulgaria with the financial assistance of the
Rights, Equality and Citizenship Programme of the European Union.
The project is a shared effort of four civil society organisations (see Contacts at the end
of the project) and its action parts target three regions of Bulgaria where partners are
located and operate – the regions of Blagoevgrad, Montana and Plovdiv. The project
is aimed at advancing the social inclusion of Roma through building power in the Roma
community, coalitions with other social groups and stakeholders and advocate before
local and national authorities for effective implementation of measures and policies in the
field.
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From the autumn of 2017 to the spring of 2018 the major project intervention took place.
The local partners with the leading role of the trained Roma leaders applied the ROMAUP model by outreaching to stakeholders, professional and social groups and laying the
foundations of local advocacy alliances. In specific action plan seminars campaigns
were planned and then implemented around a specific issue of importance to the Roma
community. These campaigns are explored in details in the remaining of this chapter.
In a supportive part of the project, the experience of the project is shared and the ROMAUP model is promoted. This includes an extended international conference for sharing the
results of the project (April 2018, Sofia), followed by a national advocacy seminar. The
learning of the project – with a focus on the ROMA-UP model and its implementation – is
disseminated in Bulgarian and English with the current publication.
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A series of expert studies conducted in recent years have proved that there are serious
housing problems in Bulgaria, especially when it comes to vulnerable groups. The significant
percentage of homes with unresolved legal status is a prerequisite for deepening
the identified problems. A review of Roma-related policies shows failure to meet the
commitments made to the Roma in several spheres. One of them is housing conditions
in Roma neighbourhoods. The action taken by municipalities are mainly connected to
demolishing buildings with unresolved legal status, which is not a lasting solution to the
problem. For example, in the region of Blagoevgrad in all Roma neighbourhoods there
are dwellings with legal status. In some areas, there are entire Roma neighbourhoods
with unresolved legal status, which includes lack of regulated access to water, electricity
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and sewerage. Such an example is Kremikovtsi, the village of Garmen where there is a
total of 102 illegal buildings. In 2015, 14 houses were forcibly abolished, while affected
families were not provided alternative accommodation and were left homeless. Despite
the significant percentage of buildings with unresolved legal status in the whole country,
forced abolition is only carried out in the Roma neighbourhoods. These actions are always
accompanied by serious tensions between the different ethnic groups, tension with local
authorities and institutions, hate speech and anti-Roma actions across the country.
Trying to address this issue, the three local Roma partners in the ROMA-UP project:
LIDER Association in Blagoevgrad, Roma Lom Foundation in Montana and Roma
Stolipinovo Youth Club Association in Plovdiv – initiated a shared campaign to attract
civic organizations and networks and send a clear signal to central and local authorities
that there is an urgent need to improve the housing conditions of Roma. The campaign
includes mobilisation and support from local Roma communities and building coalitions
on local and national levels.
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Implementation

Shared campaign on housing

The campaign was clearly formulated in a position paper with the following text:
We call for a joint action by central and local government administrations and
expert civil society organizations aimed at overcoming the threat of homelessness:
1. A joint expert group with the participation of the Ministry of regional development
and public work, the National Association of Municipalities in Republic of Bulgaria
and experts from civil society should develop a proposal for adequate legislative
change to allow the legalization of constructively sustainable buildings as single
houses for inhabitants and differentiation of the rules for the treatment of legally
irregular buildings for residential and non-residential needs; and the incorporation
of international legal protection measures in cases of forced evictions into
national law to prevent single homes being removed without providing a suitable
alternative for their occupants.
2. Detailed site mapping to identify buildings that are structurally sustainable and
are the only housing for their occupants. The same should be done locally, in
short, predetermined deadlines and in all 265 municipalities in the country.
3. Identification of funds by local authorities regulating the unregulated areas
used for housing, which is as close as possible to existing buildings.
4. Designation of municipal terrains for housing needs to be offered to buyers in
need, with families being supported in the process of constructing buildings in
accordance with building rules and norms.
5. In case of identified need after consultation with the local communities building a social housing fund.
[…]
The campaign had a huge success on a couple of levels.
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In terms of coalition building, the organizations have managed to build to gather a
strong network of organizations and networks around the table. A great success is the
engagement of the Roma Standing Conference – a shared initiative of a number of
Roma organizations around the country. The Roma Standing Conference acted as
a major promoter of the initiative on national level. Other national organizations also

supported the initiative one way or another, among which The National Network of
Health Mediators, Open Society Institute Sofia, C.E.G.A. Foundation and others. At the
same time, a huge number of local organizations, groups, churches and leaders were
mobilised on local level.

Finally, the other success of the campaign was attracting the attention of the people
in power – local and national authorities. The culmination of the campaign was a
national conference, which took place in Sofia on 23rd February 2018. The conference
managed to attract members of the parliament, deputy-prime minister, local mayors,
civic organizations. The conclusions of the discussion and results of the campaigns were
presented on a press conference and good media coverage has been recorded. The
conference served for transferring the statement of the campaign to national institutions
and parliament.

communities

The local mobilization refers to the second success of the campaign. The three local
ROMA-UP partners have managed to gather signatures from 14 108 citizens from the
three target regions of Blagoevgrad, Montana and Plovdiv, predominantly from the
Roma community. Thanks to the Roma leaders trained under the ROMA-UP project, the
three local organizations were able to do a wide community outreach, including a big
number of community buildings and door-knocking so they can inform the community
about the campaign and collect signatures of support. An operation with this scope
seeking mobilisation from the Roma community has not been done in the country and
this is a crucial step for building power.
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The shared campaign has been selected for the flagman of the ROMA-UP project and
it was followed up on during the International Conference of the project, which took
place in April 2018, in Sofia. The partners used to conference to launch a Europeanwide position paper on the issue of Roma housing, which has since been signed by 231
organizations and groups throughout Europe. The text of the declaration is annexed at
the end of this publication.
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Shared campaign on housing

Analysis and lessons learnt
The campaign has achieved huge successes as they were described above. It takes an
important place among the Roma-led initiatives in the country due to the great support
it has received from the community itself, which is rather an exception. Engaging more
actively in the community has been a useful exercise for the local Roma organizations
(both partners within the ROMA-UP project and members of the big campaign coalition)
and has also been a test of the relationship between the community organizations
and their communities. The test has been passed. In terms of process in community
mobilisation, coalition building and getting authorities to listen, the campaign is unheard
of and is probably the greatest achievement of the ROMA-UP project. However, from a
community organizing perspective, there are a couple of lessons learnt identified.
The demands of the campaign, although important, remain many and broad. This allows
for local authorities to delude commitment. While the Roma movement has stressed the
importance, it takes on the issue of housing in front of the national and local authorities,
the latter has not made, at least until this point, a concrete commitment they will meet
all or some of the demands. From a community organizing perspective, one can say that
the issue has not been fully cut. The partnership acknowledges that for future campaigns
a smaller number and more concrete demands should be formulated, so as to make it
clear for both the community and those in power what is the concrete change aimed.
Wins are more probable when clear and concrete demands are made (U.S. examples
include ‘Fight for $15’, which is a very concrete demand for legislated minimum wage of
$15 per hour). In the case of the analysed campaign, the title has been a great step in
this direction: ‘A home and security for everyone’.
More importantly, the practical ramifications of the campaign for the local Roma
communities, at this point, is uncertain. While on the long run the campaign might lead to
change of policy with practical impact on the lives of local community, this will take time.
The risk is that community members, who don’t see the concrete result of campaigns
they have supported, might get discouraged and avoid joining campaigns in the future.
Maintaining confidence within the community for its own power is part of the powerbuilding and should be better considered in future initiatives. Community members should
be able to see the result of their participation.
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Local campaign in
Blagoevgrad
Plan
In working directly with the Roma community in the region of Blagoevgrad, the local
Roma organization LIDER has found out that there is a worrying tendency in the region’s
small localities with Roma population. There are many cases of conflict and even
violence against the Roma along with a number of social issues the Roma community
faces. This has been attributed to the lack of efficient measures for social inclusion of
Roma, particularly such which provide for direct work within the community. Institutions
do not work successfully on the field when it comes to Roma. Social workers are often
received with mistrust when they go to the Roma neighborhoods. When it comes to
cases of domestic violence or other practices among Roma, the social workers’ failure is
almost one hundred percent. The mistrust to outsiders usually leads to failure of preventive
measure as well. This has made it clear that more people from the community should
take the place of field workers – Roma who have been accepted by other Roma and
have not broken their ties with the community.
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The campaign LIDER puts forward is aimed at influencing the decision-making process of
local authorities to implement municipal Roma integration policies with a focus on local
work on the field within the Roma community. The engine of these processes are the trained
young Roma Roma leaders in the region.
The campaign targets the administration of four municipalities in Blagoevgrad - Petrich,
Sandanski, Razlog and Svatovcha. These are municipalities with a high percentage of
Roma population and insufficient progress on the implementation of the municipal plans
for Roma integration.
The initial plan of the campaign includes three main areas of action. The first one is to
attract the attention and increase the commitment of the responsible institutions at the
local level to implement policies for effective field work in the Roma communities. Within
this area of action LIDER seeks to identify potential supporters, make meetings with allies
and supporters to get them on board with the campaign, organize individual and group
meetings with local Roma communities to engage them with the campaign. In parallel, the
organization plans to present successful models for field work in the community. The good
practices are to be presented on meetings with municipal authorities – more specifically,
the responsible deputy mayors. Finally, the organization puts a specific objective to get
the attention of local media on the issue, which would both inform the public about the
current situation and the campaign; and will increase the pressure on local authorities on
their commitments.

Implementation
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The campaign was named “In the heart of the community”, which well represents its main
demand – namely, more Roma people to be hired by local authorities to work on social
issues on the field with the Roma community. In its implementation, the campaign became
more specific and narrowed down ‘social issues’ to health care, which made it more
concrete in terms of content and in terms of demand – hiring Roma health mediators.
A small note on the essence of Roma health mediators need to be made. In Bulgaria, the
Health mediator model was launched in 2001 by the team of “Ethnic Minorities Health
Problems Foundation” and this is when the first five health mediators were trained and
employed. Health mediators are people from the community, which serve as a link between
the community and health care services. The main objective of the health mediator model
is to address established negative health tendencies among Roma groups in the country,
contribute to overcoming the cultural barriers in the communication between the Roma
communities and local medical staff and to overcome possible discriminatory attitudes

in the field of local health services against the Roma people. As of the 2007, Roma health
mediation is recognised as a state policy, but municipalities are left to decide whether to
introduce it and in what scope.

Analysis and lessons learnt
The “In the heart of the community” campaign was very successful from two major
perspectives. On one hand, it became narrow and very concrete in the process of
implementation: shifting from the broad ‘social issue’ to healthcare and proposing a very
concrete model of Roma health mediators. It also considers the policy commitments of
the local authorities it targets, all of which have measures announced in the sphere of
healthcare in their municipal plans for social inclusion of Roma. This gives a strong advocacy
card in the hands of the local coalitions and is within the major elements of the ROMA-UP
models. On the other hand, the campaign resulted in clear victories in two of the target
municipalities, which have produced tangible and concrete results within the lifetime of the
campaign itself. What is more, these victories are very visible for the Roma communities, as
Roma health mediators will work on the field with the community itself. Tangible and visible
victories give the community confidence that campaigns can lead to change.

communities

LIDER as a leading member of local coalitions in the fourth target municipalities, met
with local authorities and pressured them to initiate procedures for the appointment of
health mediators within their Roma community. The health mediators are measure which
is included in priority area “Health” of the local actions plans of the municipalities, but up
to now have not been implemented. As a result of the work of the local coalitions, in two
of the target municipalities (Sandanski and Petrich) the procedure for introducing Roma
health mediators were not only launched, but was successfully completed: announcement,
application, selection of a mediator and appointment. As a result, one Roma health
mediator was hired in each of the two municipality. In the municipality of Razlog the
procedure was initiated but cancelled because of non-compliance with application rules
by the municipality administration. It is however expected that this administrative issue will
be solved, and health mediator will be appointed in the Razlog.
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The lesson learnt for the local coalitions in Blagoevgrad is in relation to the involvement of the
Roma community itself. While the campaign was clearly communicated to the community
through individual and group meetings and conversations, the Roma community members
were not so much involved in the ‘doing’ of the campaign. This will be rethought in future
campaigns to further strengthen the process of building power within the Roma community.
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Local campaign in
Plovdiv
Plan
The Youth Club Roma- Stolipinovo Association works directly with the schools in Plovdiv in
support of Roma children and young people. In November 2017, the Ministry of Education,
Science and Technology (MOTT) issued a letter (No 9105-390 / 17.11.2017), which
considerably limits the access of civil organizations to schools. The instruction requires
schools to allow civil organizations to work with pupils only after explicit approval by the
Ministry for each case. The presence of the school principal any in meetings between
organizations and pupils is also required. The letter was circulated among the Regional
Education Authorities, and to all schools.
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The introduced regime would be practically unfeasible, as the Ministry has no administrative
capacity to process all potential requests, while principles would not have the time
to participate in the day-to-day activities of organizations in schools. Moreover, such
a centralized authorisation regime is in breach with the principles of decentralization
of education and freedom of action of civil organizations. Changing the Ministry’s
partnership policy with civil society organizations risks destroying good practices and
models developed over the years.
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The consequences of the decision for the Roma Youth Club would be catastrophic as they
block the work of the organization and some of the activities to support Roma children
and youth. The Youth Club Roma Stolipinovo joined a national campaign to oppose the
Ministry’s instruction and to give access of civil society organizations to schools in its very
beginning. It also planned for concrete action in the region of Blagoevgrad.
The aim of the campaign in Plovdiv was to mobilize a local coalition of civil society
organizations and schools and to thus support the national campaign, aimed at giving
access of NGOs in Plovdiv to schools. The campaign also aimed at reducing the
concerns of principals and teachers for their partnerships with civil society organizations.
The campaign planned actions in the following directions: 1) creating a list of potential
partner organizations in the region of Plovdiv, outreach and meetings with them to get
them on board; 2) meetings with school principals, teachers and parents for informing
about the campaign and seeking support; 3) meetings with parents within the Roma
community, inform them about the campaign and seek their support; 4) meet with the
director of the Regional Education Authority to present the campaign; 5) media outreach
to inform the general society about the campaign and increase pressure on institutions.

Implementation
The campaign mobilized support from 5 local civic organizations and 3 schools. During
the process of mobilizing support, the consequences of the Letter were discussed
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with local teachers, students, parents, educational instructions. The suggestions and
recommendations were included in the Statement supported by national coalition of
civic organization. The statement supported that civil society and schools must continue to
work together in the best interest of the child and in compliance with the Child Protection
Act and the Pre-school and School Education Act. Because of the pressure made by
civil organizations, the letter of the Ministry of Education was cancelled, respectively the
access of civil society organizations to schools restored.

Analysis and lessons learnt
The success of the local campaign put forward by Youth Club Roma Stolipinovo comes
from the fact that it needed to be planned and implemented very fast. As it was a
reaction campaign, which needed snap coalitions and immediate response, there was
not a lot of time to invest in building partnerships and community outreach. Getting
five local organizations and three schools might not seem like a lot, but it actually is,
considering the short reaction period. Because of similar situations, community organizing
theory and practice supports that ‘the muscles’ of the community should be kept in
shape as it is never clear when they might be urgently needed. The capacity of building
snap coalitions is an important one.
The issue of the campaign is very concrete and in community organising language, it is well
cut. It has a very specific demand and has a clear impact on the Roma community, since
the work of Roma organizations with young Roma (in the framework of de-segregation
and other activities) is vital for the community. On the other hand, the issue has potential
for building wider coalitions outside the Roma community, since this particular instruction
impacts a wide variety of organizations who are not working with the community. This
allows for a big margin of shared self-interest between different actors, which could not
have been better explored due to the time limits of the snap campaign. The concrete
demand had a concrete answer from the authorities and this gives the coalitions and
the community involved a sense of victory, thus self-confidence in the power to achieve
change.
As with the campaign in Blagoevgrad, the lesson learnt concerns the involvement of the
Roma community itself. While the campaign was clearly communicated to the community
through individual and group meetings and conversations, the Roma community
members were not so much involved in the ‘doing’. This should be considered in future
campaigns to further strengthen the process of building power within the community.
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Roma-Lom Foundation has worked with the Roma community in the region of Montana
for more than 10 years and has a clear picture on the issues its target populations
phase. Throughout the years, the organization has put numerous efforts to support the
educational integration of Roma youth both in schools and universities. These efforts
have paid off with Roma university students coming from the region being higher than
in other regions. However, the efforts to promote university education among Roma in
the region are exclusively coming from the civil society organizations and has not been
recognized as policies by the local authorities. Municipalities include measures for support
of educational integration in primary, secondary and high schools, but have not included
in their action plans any measures to promote university education among the Roma
community. Such is especially needed for Roma youth living in smaller localities, which
traditionally have more limited access to information and motivational factors than their
peers from regional cities. This has been recognized as a major objective of the local
campaign in the region of Montana.

Building power in Roma

Local campaign in
Lom
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Local campaign in Lom

The campaign plan includes a couple of interconnected actions among which: testing
of a model to provide information among Roma youth, teachers and parents on
opportunities for university education; building a coalition with representatives of the
Roma community, civil societies and educational institutions to push for turning the
tested and presented model into a sustainable policy promoted by local authorities.
Implementation
The campaign was named ‘Access to university education’ and was implemented in
Montana region. It included research and creation of an informational material, aimed
to give concise information to young Roma on possibilities to continue their education
in university. The material was disseminated among Roma youth and parents on a
series of 10 informational events in 10 different localities in the region of Montana. The
meetings served to both consult and promote opportunities among Roma youth for
higher education opportunities; and to gain support for policy change in the region so
that public policies are in place for such support in the future. As result of the testing
phase of the campaign, 8 Roma young people have enrolled as university students,
which was a great success and gave a strong argument for the local coalition to
advocate for policy measures that would sustain this practice in the future.
The testing phase has been analysed and described as a model for support of Roma
youth in their path to university education. The model includes two main components.
The informative component includes research and contact with universities in Bulgaria
in terms admission requirements and enrolment possibilities; research and contact with
organizations and institutions providing support for Roma university students through
additional classes to prepare for admission exams, mentorship programs, scholarships
and others; and compiling this information into an information material to be disseminated
among the community. The motivational component of the model includes: keeping
track of the Roma youth graduating high school in the region; organising community
meetings with potential Roma university students, their parents and role models – current
or graduated university students sharing stories of challenges and success; technical
support for potential Roma students, including consultations, coaching, mediation in
communication with universities and other organizations, etc.
A request to incorporate the model in the existing municipal action plan for Roma
integration was introduced to the mayor of municipality of Lom during a meeting. In
the same meeting the mayor committed into turning the proposed model into a publicsupported policy. Similar efforts will be made with other municipalities as a follow-up.
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Analysis and lessons learnt
Compared to the other campaigns within the ROMA-UP project, this one stands out in
terms of including a testing phase of the model that the local coalition attempts to turn
into a public promoted policy. The power analysis conducted by the coalition, based
on previous experience with the local authorities in the region, has showed that without
this element the success of the campaign would be less probable. The testing of the
model, before the official call to local authorities to embrace it, along with its productive
results (8 Roma enrolled in university), has given a strong argument to take to decisionmakers. The campaign thus has a double-layered impact – it has an immediate positive
impact on the community, while it also reaches its policy objective. The campaign is
narrow (issue is well cut), concrete in its demand and brings a concrete result.

communities

On another note, the municipality of Lom has committed to turning the proposed model
into a policy but has not done so within the framework of the project. While such initiatives
take administrative time for institutions, one needs to bear in mind the possibility that a
commitment might not always be followed through. This a lesson that the community
must always stay vigilant and keep authorities responsible for the promised they have
made. Committing in front of media or a bigger number of community members is a
tactic some organizers use to increase the pressure on authorities to follow through with
their commitment.
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Finally, local actors that might want to follow the steps of similar campaigns in their
regions might need to consider including stakeholders from higher levels in their local
coalitions. Donor organizations providing scholarships for Roma university students
or even universities might be interest to support or embrace local efforts to increase
enrolling of Roma students. Such potential actors should be considered in coalitionbuilding based on their potential self-interest.
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It is naïve to claim that the ROMA-UP project has made an enormous change in the
life of the Roma community in Bulgaria, as it is limited in scope, time and resources.
What needs to be considered of crucial importance is the relatively new approach
it introduces to viewing the way forward for the social inclusion of Roma – through
building power in the community and building coalitions outside of it. There are still
different aspects to be considered in details and many lessons to be learnt in effective
practical implementation in the ROMA-UP model, but put into practice, it has given
satisfying results.
For many community organizing, which is the foundation of the ROMA-UP model, might
seem aggressive, inapplicable or irrelevant for working with the Roma community in
concepts are crucially important for advancing change. For example, community
organizing in Alinsky’s vision tends to see authorities as enemies with which a
disadvantaged community is by default in conflict. In Europe, partnership with local
authorities is traditionally favoured. Yet, a combination of both seem to be possible –
local Roma organizations have managed to push for implementation of policies and
measures with the help of allies and the community itself, without deeply disturbing
an overall spirit of cooperation. This has been one of the most critical learnings of the
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Europe. However, as the ROMA-UP partnership has proved within this project, major
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project and it is an important message for people in power – communities might be
willing to partner and cooperate, which does not mean that they will stand inaction
or perpetuation of a system that keeps them disadvantaged. It is a paradigm to be
seriously considered in future work for Roma integration.
The ROMA-UP partnership will continue its fight for dignity, rights and social inclusion of the
Roma community. Local Roma partners will use and build on the power and confidence
which the ROMA-UP campaigns have brought to the local Roma communities and will
use the know-how on building ad-hoc or long-term coalitions and alliances.
But the ROMA-UP impact is bigger than the local level. All partners are associated
and will continue working with the Roma Standing Conference – a unique initiative
which coincided with the ROMA-UP project and was somewhat fuelled by it (and viceversa). The Roma Standing Conference is a platform of over 100 Roma and pro-Roma
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organizations, aimed at unifying the positions of the community and advocate for policy
implementation and changes. Using the successes and the know-how of the ROMA-UP
project the Roma Standing Conference is planning to launch a massive base-building
activity throughout the country to make sure it better connects to and represents the
Roma community.
Building relationships and alliances across communities will be further be explored in
another up-and-coming initiative in Bulgaria, called Equality League and aiming to
consolidate the energy and resources of different disadvantaged groups (with focus
on Roma, LGBTI and people with disabilities) advocate for shared causes and oppose
shared enemies. Communities and activists are realizing more and more that change
comes with power and power is in numbers.
Moving forward!
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Annex:
European Common Position on Roma Housing
Background

Across the European Union (EU), most Roma communities face challenging housing
conditions. For many of them, the situation represents a housing emergency: living in
informal settlements and irregular housing, at high risk of being forcibly evicted, with
limited or non-existent access to public services, and subject to residential segregation.
Research on housing by experts and NGOs shows that more than 1 million EU Roma
citizens live in such dangerous and insecure conditions with the likelihood that the
numbers will increase if nothing is done in the near future. Despite the adoption of
the EU Roma Framework in 2011, EU and national policies failed to show any tangible
improvements in Roma housing. Moreover, the European Commission and member
state governments still fail to allocate adequate resources to implement housing
objectives of the National Roma Integration Strategies. That is why the European
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Commission and member states should prioritise Roma housing in the next EU Multiannual
Financial Framework (MFF) and post-2020 Cohesion Policy.

Available expertise

Roma civil society organisations (CSOs) and experts on housing have a long record of
generating knowledge and expertise on the housing problems of the Roma population
in Europe. Some of this research has been supported with EU funds. Unfortunately, the
European Commission and member states have not capitalised on this accumulated knowhow, nor have they followed-up on the resulting policy and funding recommendations.
Given this situation, the organisations listed here have joined forces to collect the expertise,
information and analysis on the housing situation of Roma. This European NGO common
position on Roma housing is the result of this joint effort.
This paper sets out the main findings on Roma housing from existing research, reports and
knowledge by experts and CSOs, who stand ready to advise the European Commission
and member states in addressing the housing emergency of the Roma population in
Europe.

Main challenges

Anti-Gypsyism is a rising phenomenon across Europe. EU funds and programmes are an
important incentive for member states to invest in Roma inclusion and to reverse this
trend. Although the EU-level financial framework makes it possible to address some of
the housing challenges, member states lack integrated, multi-fund programmes (i.e.
combining the European Regional Development Fund and the European Social Fund,
ERDF and ESF) to address shortcomings in housing conditions, employment, education
and healthcare as integrated projects.
The efficient use of funds has also been challenged by inadequate and ineffective
targeting. In addition, the lack of inclusion policies, effective legislation and sufficient
resources, as well as rising discrimination, have been playing a crucial role in blocking
concrete ideas for solutions. Moreover, national mainstream policies often do not
support the inclusion of Roma and other marginalised groups. Consequently, the lack
of social housing policies and weak welfare policies hinder the efficient implementation
and sustainability of inclusive housing programmes. Nonetheless, the main impediment
to solving the housing issue of Roma in Europe remains the lack of political openness and
accountability of member states to enforce existing policy and funding proposals.
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We believe that the European Commission is determined to address the housing problem
by using all its available legal, policy and funding instruments. The preparation of the

forthcoming MFF post-2020 proposal is a unique opportunity for the European Commission
to move forward. Below we have prepared a number of key recommendations to address
the housing challenges of Roma in Europe. As a first step, the European Commission
should:
1) Establish a working group on Roma housing, consisting of the most knowledgeable
and legitimate experts and Roma CSOs; and
2) Explicitly include Roma among the target groups of the MFF post-2020 proposal.

In order to ensure access to adequate and affordable housing for all, including Roma, in
line with the European Social Pillar principles, the European Union should, in the framework
of the post-2020 MFF:
1. Develop its Roma Policy Framework for the post-2020 period and require member
states to develop their own national integration policies for the new MFF period;
2. Take into account indicators and measures which deal with anti discrimination,
more specifically anti-Gypsyism, when promoting the inclusion of marginalised Roma
communities within the European Structural and Investment Funds (ESIF) framework, in
line with the requirements of the racial equality directive 2000/43/EC;

communities

Recommendations for tackling housing exclusion
of Roma:
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3. Ensure targeted funding for addressing Roma housing exclusion from a dedicated
single fund, which tackles extreme poverty. Alternatively, if such a fund will not be
launched in the MFF, then the European Union should ensure that substantial resources
are made specifically available in national programming for inclusive housing projects
accessible for Roma, in the framework of multi-fund programmes combining the ERDF
and ESF;
4. Strengthen the use of existing funding such as the Fund for European Aid to the Most
Deprived for more structural support to Roma; consider using financial instruments and
funds such as the Investment Plan for Europe, the Council of Europe Development
Bank and the European Investment Bank to ensure that investments in housing for
marginalised communities are included in the next MFF;
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5. In line with previous EU achievements, further strengthen desegregation; tackle
segregated living conditions in accordance with the diversity and complexity of Roma
housing challenges in Europe, taking into account the specific situation of individual
families. While investments should not boost new segregation practices, future EU funds
should focus on quality housing and better living conditions for Roma;
6. Include the participation of Roma families in the decision-making, design and
implementation of housing projects, as a key condition for the European Commission
and member states to approve related funds;
7. Strengthen the role of ex-ante conditionality by: 1) requiring that national programming
is in compliance with the (updated) National Roma Strategies; 2) monitoring that
national mainstream policies support (or at least do not hinder) the integration of
Roma; and 3) developing effective monitoring and enforcement mechanisms of
national and local Roma inclusion action plans;
8. Ensure that national programming allows for:
• long-term, flexible local actions in the framework of complex and integrated projects
with the participation of local communities and the provision of methodological
support to local actors and municipalities in planning and implementation, including
supporting legal counselling for Roma to raise awareness about their housing rights;
• funding schemes for small municipalities;
• funding schemes to support the regularisation and upgrading of irregular but
adequate housing (i.e. illegally built houses) in Central and Eastern Europe;
• funding schemes to provide alternative housing options for all those living in
degrading conditions across Europe (e.g. slums, containers, inadequate houses),
in consultation with the affected populations and organisations supporting them;
• funding various types of secure and affordable housing solutions, including public
and social housing, i.e. by: (a) making use of vacant houses and vacant offices; (b)
developing cooperative housing projects; (c) including a mandatory percentage
of funding to be invested in social and public housing projects for every new
EU-funded private housing development project; (d) where sufficient housing
allowance is available, establishing social rental agencies and special guarantee
funds to draw on supply in the private rental market for social housing purposes.
A list of 231 organisations and groups follows
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Contact information
LIDER Association

Blagoevgrad
54 А Aleksandar Stamboliyski bul., ground floor
lider_blagoevgrad@abv.bg
http://liderblg.org
https://www.facebook.com/AssociationLider

Roma-Lom Foundation
Lom
4 Neofit Bozveli Str.
roma-lom@roma-lom.org
http://roma-lom.org/

Youth Club Roma-Stolipinovo
Plovdiv
12 Malina Str.
mkrs@abv.bg
http://youthclub-roma.org/

Pro European Network

Sofia
4 Kniaz Boris Str.
info@proeuropean.net
www.proeuropean.net
https://www.facebook.com/penetwork/
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